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NEW QUESTION: 1
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A. 1.782
B. 1.711
C. 2.064
D. 2.179
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which option describes the purpose of Fog architecture in loT?
A. To provide intersensor traffic routing
B. To provide highly available environmentally hardened network
access
C. To provide compute services at the network edge
D. To provide centralized compute resources
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
A developer creates a custom workflow step. Adds it to a
workflow, and configures a workflow launcher to run it when a
new asset is uploaded into the DAM.
After an asset was uploaded, the developer notices that the
asset is always listed as processing, and the workflow is still
in a RUNNING state.
What could be the cause of this behavior?
A. The workflow could not find a required background job in the
system
B. The Handler Advance option was not checked in the workflow
step
C. The custom workflow step threw an exception during execution
D. The Launcher was not configured for the folder the asset was
uploaded to
Answer: C
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